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Abstract 
 

a) Research Question: Can different pain responses be neuromodulated via optogenetic and 

optical stimulation?  

b) Background: The opioid crisis in the United States is one of the most significant public 

health problems plaguing our country. Even with increased awareness through media and 

educational means, the problem is unfortunately worsening. Many individuals are dying 

from drug overdoses, and many of those overdose deaths can be attributed to opioids and 

opioid-like painkillers. There is a great need for an alternative to current pain 

medications.  

c) Materials and methods: Using a glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) promoter, our group 

delivered our highly sensitive optogenetic modulator Multi-Characteristic Opsin (MCO) 

to target inhibitory GABAergic Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC), Dorsal Root Ganglion 

(DRG), and spinal neurons in a rodent model. Opsin delivery was accomplished by both 

adeno-associated viral (AAV) vectors for optogenetic stimulation and functional gold 

nanorods for optical stimulation. Optogenetic stimulation was manipulated by a light 

source that delivered 630 nm red light, which our MCO was specific and sensitive to. We 

also controlled light delivery with a wireless phone application we created. The light’s 

frequency and intensity were handled through the wireless application. Acute pain 

responses were assessed via a formalin pain model. Neuropathic pain responses were 

evaluated via a sciatic nerve ligation model and Von Frey assays.  

d) Results: Optogenetic stimulation decreased pain responses by a >60% threshold in both 

ACC and DRG models. During the early inflammatory phase of acute pain in response to 

formalin injection into the rodent’s hind paw, we saw a significant decrease in pain 

responses. There was no significant decrease in pain responses to our assay’s initial 

injection (nociceptive) portion. Our Von Frey assay demonstrated that our experimental 

groups had significantly decreased hind paw retraction, hind paw licking, and overall 

pain responses.  



e) Conclusions: Overall, our experiments demonstrate that neuromodulation of GABAergic, 

pain-inhibiting pathways within the nervous system can be targeted to reduce multiple 

pain models, including inflammatory and neuropathic pain. 

Research Question 

 
Opioid pain medications are indicated for various diseases and pain states. The United 

States is the largest utilizer of opioid pain medications, with some studies estimating that the 

country consumes over 80% of the world’s opioid pain medications.1 With opioid use comes a 

subsequent risk of opioid misuse and abuse. The United States, unfortunately, is also a leader in 

drug overdose deaths, with opioid and opioid-like drugs being the primary culprits.2  

Optogenetic and optical stimulation are novel mechanisms by which neuronal activities 

can be altered by introducing light or light heat to light or heat-sensitive proteins. Optogenetics 

can cause an inhibitory or stimulatory response in a targeted tissue, which can be further 

controlled in frequency and spatiality.3 Like optogenetics, optical stimulation can induce 

neuronal activation via light/laser heat energy. The light energy then increases capacitance in a 

neuron, generating an action potential in that cell of interest.4 

Our group will utilize different murine models, comparing our neuromodulation 

mechanisms to control groups. Our pain assays include acute, inflammatory, chronic, and 

neuropathic pain models. The areas of neuromodulation will consist of the Anterior Cingulate 

Cortex (ACC), Dorsal Root Ganglion (DRG), and spinal regions of the mice. Our experiment 

will analyze whether we can effectively reduce pain responses in our mouse model with the 

delivery of our opsin to the aforementioned areas of the Central and Peripheral Nervous systems.  

 

 



 
 
 
 
Introduction, Significance, and Rationale  

Introduction  

Optogenetics is a novel mechanism by which neuronal activity can be modulated by introducing 

light to specific proteins that react to light, called opsins. These proteins are typically expressed 

in the photoreceptors of the human retina and are the physiological basis for vision. These opsin 

proteins can be introduced to other cells that do not ordinarily respond to light through genetic 

engineering mechanisms, such as viral vector delivery.  

 

Optogenetics was first developed and utilized in 2003 when Nagel et al. introduced the genes 

channelrhodopsin-1 (ChR1) and ChR2 from the green algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii into 

animal models.5 Since then, various other opsins have been successfully used with varying 

mechanisms and modalities.6,7 Other examples of popular opsin proteins include microbial 

bacteriorhodopsin and halorhodopsin.8 Commonly, these proteins are used as optical sensors or 

optical system that can either manipulate physiological systems as well as monitor or display 

changes in cellular activity.9 

 



Multiple animal models have been utilized in optogenetic research in the past. Popular animal 

models include rodents, non-human primates, C. elegans, and drosophila.10 Of these, rodent 

models are the most commonly used in behavioral and neural pathology experiments (Fig. 1).11 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Diagram of optogenetic use for changes in neural activity in a rodent model12,13 
 

Another similar mechanism for neuromodulation is optical stimulation via functional gold 

nanorods.4 The approach uses specifically bioengineered antibodies that attach to previously 

identified and sequenced surface proteins on target neurons.14 Then another bioengineered,  

secondary antibody that is specific for the primary antibody is added to the region. This second 

antibody also is tagged with functional gold nanorods that are heat sensitive.15  By heating the 

nanorods with a light or laser source, the gold can transmit heat to the surface protein of interest 

and increase the capacitance within the target cell, leading to the desired action potential.16 

 



Using opsins provides significant benefits over other methods of neuromodulation. Traditionally, 

electrical stimulation has been utilized to modify neuronal signaling. However, these electrical 

shocks can diffusely travel through the target tissue and ultimately affect other cells in that 

region. Optogenetics allows for specific cells to be targeted – as cells lacking opsin remain 

unaffected by light stimulation.  

 

Pain is an uncomfortable sensation perceived by the nervous system that can have a variety of 

different causes. It is classically seen as an essential sensation that occurs due to tissue damage. 

Pain can be seen as a complication of diseases, different emotional states, and even a standalone 

pathology. However, it can occur chronically and become debilitating for individuals. Therapies 

for pain conditions are costly and complicated by adverse events (often related to off-target 

effects). Additionally, many popular drugs used for pain management develop tolerance in humans 

rapidly, leading to decreased benefits in terms of pain reduction over time.17 Furthermore, these 

drugs are extremely addictive.18 Together, addiction and tolerance can work together to lead to 

fatal consequences for those being treated for pain.  Targeted treatments to areas involved in pain 

perception with a specific and easily modulated therapy can avoid these pitfalls. 

 

The Anterior Cingulate Cortex (ACC) is a region in the brain shown to be involved in the pain 

perception process.19 To our knowledge, the reduction of pain perception via ACC lesions in a 

mammalian model, has not been thoroughly supported in the literature. On the other hand, a 

previous study has demonstrated an increase in pain responses via ACC lesions.20 In our earlier 

project, selectively targeting and stimulating the GABAergic neurons within the ACC 

successfully decreased pain perception in a mouse model.21 By delivering an opsin protein to 



these GABAergic cells, we can achieve the specificity necessary for pain modulation, unlike 

previous studies that utilized regional electrical stimulation.  This specificity can also be 

achieved via bioengineered antibodies that are tagged with functional gold nanorods.  

 

The central nervous system (CNS) is the major neural network within the human body and is 

composed of the brain and spinal cord. The Dorsal Root Ganglion (DRG) is a group of sensory 

neurons near the spinal cord which crucial in the neural transmission of pain from the individual, 

distal inputs.22 Unlike present therapies used to manage pain, reduction of pain at the level of the 

DRG can provide specificity to certain target tissues, without potential unwanted side effects and 

neurobiological addictive potential.  

 

Peripheral nerve pain syndromes often occur secondary to surgery or trauma but can also be 

idiopathic in nature.23 Many individuals who suffer from peripheral nerve pain will have the 

sensations of allodynia or hyperalgesia. Allodynia is pain from normal, non-painful stimuli, 

whereas hyperalgesia is exaggerated pain from stimuli that normally would cause a slight pain 

response.24 Targeting the DRG can be a way to address peripheral nerve pain syndromes 

exclusively.  

 

Currently, the primary treatment available for chronic pain is opioid medications. These 

medications are highly addictive and problematic, with an estimated 82,000 deaths in the United 

States in 2025 if the current status quo is maintained.25 The opioid crisis is a growing issue in the 

United States, without any potential solutions or alternatives.  

 



Our project looks to introduce optogenetics into a neuropathic pain rodent model using an 

Optogenetic Pain Modulator (OPM). This device will allow for optogenetic control via a 

smartphone Bluetooth connection. Additionally, the OPM will be able to quantify the neural 

stimulation of the ACC in vivo, which will be essential in data collection. 

 

 

Significance  

Opioid medications are currently the preferred treatment for chronic and acute pain. While these 

medications can successfully treat pain, their use can lead to addiction and fatal overdose. In 

2016 alone, the Opioid Crisis led to over 40,000 deaths in the United States.26 Since then, that 

number has grown significantly, even with government interventions focused on reducing 

overdose deaths.27 Furthermore, chronic pain is a widespread condition. Over 20% of U.S. adults 

are estimated to be dealing with chronic pain, with about half having high-impact chronic pain.28 

Without serious interventions, the number of Americans affected by the Opioid Crisis is 

expected to increase significantly in the coming years.  

 

The protocol and conclusions from this study could be utilized for future neuromodulation 

experiments with indications beyond pain. Neuromodulation via optogenetic-based stimulation 

provides a novel cell-specific targeting mechanism that can be used for various other 

neurological disorders such as addiction,29 depression,30 and many other diseases outside of 

neuroscience.  

 

 



Rationale  

To our knowledge, there have been no neuromodulation alternatives to opioids for pain 

management. Optogenetic-based neuromodulation can be used for therapeutic benefit in various 

other neurological disorders. We hope to develop a novel mechanism by which pain can be 

effectively alleviated without the risks associated with opioid medications.  

 
Research Materials and Methods  
 
Materials and Methods 

General Study Details and Resources 

Our group has developed an implantable OPM prototype that can deliver very low-intensity light 

(10 µW/mm2) via a fiber optic probe. The light distribution will be delivered via LED and 

localized to a small red-light region (~1 mm). The amount of light will be altered throughout the 

experiment with varying light power, wavelength, and pulse pattern levels.  

 

The OPM prototype can also measure the electrical responses in the ACC via in vivo 

electrophysiology. During our different assays, the activity of these GABAergic neurons will be 

recorded during/after the administration of noxious stimuli. Additional sources of noxious pain, 

such as heat and chemical irritants, are still being considered for future experiments.  

 

Multi-Characteristic Opsin (MCO) delivery 

Opsin gene (MCO) will be delivered via Adeno-associated viral (AAV) vector injection into the 

ACC region of the rodent model. The gene will be targeted to the specific GABAergic drugs via 



promoter-specific design to avoid affecting neighboring neurons. The transduction delivery of 

MCO will be detailed by imaging, immunostaining, and other functional/behavioral assays.  

MCO is specific and highly sensitive to ~630 nm red light.  

 

 

 

Production of opsin (GAD67-MCO2-mCherry) and Viral Vector Delivery Mechanism  

Our opsin GAD67-MCO2-mCherry was developed by Genscript peptide synthesis services. This 

protein was produced as Paav-Gad67-MCO2-mCherry. GAD67 was the targeted GABAergic 

inhibitory neuron of the ACC. MCO2 was our opsin protein sensitive ~630 nm red light. 

mCherry was chosen for immunostaining purposes. This entire peptide was contained in AAV5 

viral construct provided by Vigene Biosciences. From this point on, the final, complete viral 

form will be denoted by pMCO2.  

 

Optical Stimulation Mechanism via Functional Gold Nanorods  

Primary antibodies were developed for GAD67 to target GABAergic cells of the pain pathway. 

Secondary antibodies were developed specifically for these primary antibodies, with binding 

sites for functionalized gold nanorods (fGNRs). A pulsed low-intensity laser delivered optical 

stimulation to induce capacitance changes in the cells of interest (Fig. 2).  

 



 

 
Figure 2. Optical stimulation via fGNR diagram.31  

a) Primary antibody developed for specificity to GAD67 (GABAergic) neuron in the pain pathway. A secondary 

antibody with fGNRs is delivered to bind to the primary antibody.  

b) Binding and delivery of laser allow for heating of gold nanoparticle. A laser is delivered to the gold nanoparticles, 

which transmit heat to the target cell’s membrane, thereby increasing the target cell membrane capacitance and 

allowing an action potential to occur.  



 

Mouse Models 

C57BL/6J (wild type) mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratory. All the mice used in our 

experiments were maintained on a 12:12 hour light cycle and in strict compliance with IACUC 

on the use of animals in research. The mice were housed and investigated humanely.  

 

Fiber optic stimulation implant and ACC transfection with pMCO2 in WT mice 

An aseptic technique was used for all procedures, and surgical tools were sterilized in an 

autoclave. The WT mice were given 2-3.5% isoflurane anesthetic, and the fur over the scalp was 

removed chemically. A midline incision was made, and the skin was removed from the ACC 

region. A burr hole was made over the ACC (0.7 mm anterior to bregma, 0.4 mm lateral from the 

midline, and at a depth of 1.8 mm from the skull surface), and a 1.5mm long implant was 

installed and secured to the skull with cyanoacrylate and dental cement. pMCO2 was injected 

into the ACC at this point with a syringe – in a dose-dependent manner. The mice were kept in 

normal conditions for 2 weeks to allow the proper expression of the optogene and 

acclimatization to the newly placed implant. The novel Bluetooth-controlled, back-mounted, 

optogenetic stimulation device stimulates the ACC via this permanently implanted cannula. 



 

Figure 3. Optogenetic stimulation apparatus allows freely mobile optogenetic pain modulation with a 

minimally invasive implant that does not significantly affect pain response. a) The Bluetooth-enabled 

optogenetic stimulation device allows wireless control of optogenetic modulation of pain. b) Optical fiber emits low-

power red light while being minimally invasive (c). This is due to the propagation of red light through brain tissues 

d) as shown in the intensiometric analysis of light propagation through a brain section. e) The presence of the 

implant does not significantly affect acute pain responses in formalin assay as measured by quantifiable behaviors 

such as f) licking and g) paw lifting. 

 



Formalin Assay 

For an acute, inflammatory pain model, 1% Formalin solution was used. Each mouse was given 

a 20-microliter injection of the 1% Formalin solution upon awakening from anesthesia within a 

holding chamber. Mice were then observed in 5-minute intervals, for a period of 60 seconds. 

During each 60-second period, the mice were watched for two pain-related behaviors – hind paw 

lifting and hind paw licking. The total time was recorded for each of these behaviors for a total 

of 45 minutes. The subsequent formula determined pain scoring:  

 

((2 ∗ Paw Licking time) + (1 ∗ Paw Lifting time))/60 

 

This experiment was repeated in implanted WT mice with and without light stimulation (2 or 5 

Hz at ~630nm on variable schedules) to determine any statistically calculable differences in pain 

responses. The experimental strategy is charted in Figure 5a. 

 

Sciatic Nerve Cuffing 

Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane or intraperitoneal injection of 4 ml/kg of a mixture of 

ketamine (17 mg/ml) and xylazine (2.5 mg/ml) in sterile Phosphate Buffered Saline (PBS). Hind 

leg fur was removed chemically, then the areas were cleaned with 70% Ethanol. The sciatic 

nerve was exposed through a muscle-sparing incision along the sciatic vein between the 

semitendinosus and the biceps muscles. The two muscles were gently spread to expose 1.5 cm of 

the sciatic nerve. A sterile glass hook was used to lift the main branch of the sciatic nerve. The 

sciatic nerve was hydrated with sterile PBS. Using a 4-0 silk suture, the main branch of the 

sciatic nerve was tightly ligated. The muscles were then sutured using a 4-0 suture. The 



overlying skin was closed using staples. The mouse was allowed to recover on a warm pad. By 

the day following the cuffing procedure, and for several months thereafter, the mice develop 

guarding behavior of the ipsilateral hind paw to mechanical stimulation. This is often used as a 

model of neuropathy-induced pain.32 An alternative model system for neuropathy was 

Streptozotocin-induced diabetic neuropathy.33 In addition to mechanical allodynia, sciatic nerve 

cuffing often includes thermal hyperalgesia for a roughly 3-week period.34 

 

 

Conditioned Placement Preference Assay  

Mice are evolutionary conditioned to prefer a dark environment over a light one.35 However, our 

group wanted to examine whether neuromodulation of pain responses could alter this innate, 

evolutionary tendency from dark environments towards light environments. To do this, we 

created a Conditioned Placement Preference (CPP) assay, which is a classic behavioral assay 

performed in the literature for rodent studies.36 

 

Pre-conditioning phase: The pre-conditioning phase began with sciatic nerve ligation in all 

experimental mice. The light/dark separation doors were lifted (days 1-3), permitting unrestricted 

access across the apparatus. The experimental mouse was placed in the middle transfer chamber, 

and its activity and transfer between the two chambers were observed for a total of 15 minutes. 

The baseline preference was determined by the amount of time spent in the two side chambers on 

the third day. It was excluded if the mouse entered either side chamber less than four times. 

 

 



Conditioning phase: During conditioning (days 4 to 9), the mice were confined within the 

treatment (well-lit) chamber or the unlit (no experimental treatment) chamber for a total of 45 

minutes. 10 hours later, each mouse was confined within the opposite chamber from their 

morning association session for 45 minutes. While in the treatment-associated chamber, the 

mouse was given optogenetic stimulation at a rate of 5 Hz. When in the non-treatment paired 

chamber, the mounted Bluetooth stimulation device was placed on the mouse but not active. 

  

Testing phase: During testing, the mouse was placed in the middle passage and allowed free 

access to the entire apparatus. During their exploration, their activity was recorded for 15 min. 

These post-conditioning tests were carried out 3, 6, and 10 days after conditioning. The mouse 

was placed in the middle passage during live testing as normal. Still, the optogenetic stimulation 

was active whenever the mouse entered the lit chamber and deactivated when it was in the 

middle passage or the unlit, dark chamber. 

 

The percentage of time spent in either chamber (“chamber time”) of the entire 15-minute testing 

session at each time point was calculated. The overall experimental outline and CPP apparatus 

are illustrated in Figure a. 

 

Von Frey Assay 

The Von Frey Assay is a classic mechanism for detecting pain responses in rodents.37 It requires 

a meshed cage and different filaments that represent different levels of allodynia and 

hyperalgesia. Baseline mechanical thresholds for withdrawal response were established for each 

experimental mouse via an increasing or decreasing presentation method. After an adaptation 



period of at least 30 minutes, the testing phase began, and optogenetic stimulation was initiated if 

applicable for the test. Starting at 0.6 g, the hind paw was stimulated with a Von Frey filament 

(pressing the tip to the plantar surface until it bent). This presentation was repeated 5 times, and 

the presence or absence of a response was noted. 2 minutes of time was left between each 

presentation. If at least 3 of the 5 results were positive, a lower filament was used, if less than 3 

of the 5 presentations were positive for a withdrawal response, then the next higher filament was 

used. This was continued until a minimum threshold for at least 3 out of 5 results being positive 

was established. After sciatic nerve constriction (see above), the mouse’s hind paw was tested in 

the same manner. For timed treatment, the methodology was adjusted to the standard “up-down” 

method in which a test was immediately followed (with approximately a 1-minute break) with 

the next higher or lower filament depending on if the presentation was negative or positive 

(respectively) for a withdrawal response. This continued until at least 3 presentations were 

positive for a particular filament. This was necessary as the normal 2 minutes would not allow 

the test to be completed in a timely manner. The overall experimental process and Von Frey 

assay setup are shown in Figures 6A and B, respectively. 

 

Immunostaining Assay to determine tissue immunogenicity and viability  

Mice were sacrificed within a carbon dioxide gas chamber. Their brains were removed and 

preserved in Paraformaldehyde (PFA) 4% for 8 hours. The brains were transferred to a solution 

of 30% sucrose (weight/volume), then underwent cryoprotection. Brains were then sectioned and 

stained with multiple primary antibodies, including anti-IBA1, anti-CD45, anti-GAD65 (1:100), 

or anti-caspase (1:250) as well as anti-MCherry (1:250 or 1:500) for fluorescence. Secondary 

antibodies (1:500) were added after incubating the primary antibodies overnight. Finally, the 



samples were stained with 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI), with a coverslip placed on 

each individual slide. The slides were finally imaged using confocal microscopy.  

 

Statistical Analysis 

Statistical analysis will be done by one-way variance (ANOVA) followed by Tukey’s post-hoc 

tests. Statistical significance will be determined by a p<0.05. Box plots will evaluate the median, 

spread, and range of data obtained. Pearson’s Chi-Square tests will evaluate the relationship 

between MCO expression, light delivery, and pain alteration. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Results  
 

 
Figure 4. Expression of MCO-mCherry in the ACC allows Optogenetic modulation of pain.  

a) Gad67 promoter-driven MCO intrinsic mCherry expression in the ACC 2 weeks after AAV-MCO injection 

(optical fiber outline indicated by arrows). b) Wireless fiber-coupled red LED implanted in MCO-transfected mouse 

during formalin assay c) DAPI (living cell stain), d) GAD65-marker for GABAergic (inhibitory) neurons, e) MCO 

Reporter-mCherry (fluorescent stain). f) Overlay of GAD65 & mCherry (showing opsin in inhibitory cells). g-h) 

Zoomed areas (marked by the rectangle in f) showing colocalization of GAD65 and mCherry 

 

Post-experimental analysis of sectioned tissues displayed transfection of the ACC present with 

Gad65-labelled cells (Figure 4).  

 



 
 
Figure 5. Pain responses are effectively decreased with constant 5 Hz therapy during the optogenetic 

transfection process within the ACC.  

A) Diagram of the investigational method for inflammatory, acute pain model. Formalin was given, then 

scoring was done in 10-minute intervals with constant 5 Hz therapy (630 nm). The control baseline was 

compared to the experimental group.  

B) 11 days post-transfection average pain scores 



C) 5 weeks post-transfection average pain scores  

D) 11 days post-transfection cumulative pain scores in the early (0-11 min) and late (20-41 min) phases  

E) 5 weeks post-transfection cumulative pain scores in the early (0-11 min) and late (20-41 min) phases 

Avg ± SEM. N=7 at baseline and 4 in the treatment group. * = p<0.05 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 6. Scheduling pain treatment to the ACC reduces acute pain responses  

Formalin acute pain assay was scored within 10-minute intervals at a light stimulation frequency of 5 milliseconds 

(630 nm).  

a) 5-minute on-and-off intervals at 5 Hz  

b) 5-minute on-and-off intervals at 2 Hz  

c) Therapy at a frequency of 5 Hz starting at 15 minutes after injection 

The mean of the aggregate pain scores in mice with intermittent therapy (figure 6D), subdued intensity therapy 

(figure 6E), and deferred therapy (figure 6F).  

Avg ± SEM. N=7 at baseline and 4 in the experimental group. * = p<0.05 



 
 

 
 
Figure 7. Light/Dark Inclination after optogenetic therapy of the ACC.  

A) Schematic for chronic pain trial. B) Light/Dark cage with central transfer chamber. C) Donut pie chart with 

light/dark chamber tendencies for control and experimental, conditioned mice.  D) Preference for the light chamber 

with conditioning and live reinforcement with optogenetic therapy. Avg ± SEM. N=4. ** = p< 0.01 

 
 
 
 



 
Figure 8. Allodynia and Hyperalgesia responses to mechanical stimulation are reduced with optogenetic 

therapy of the ACC.   

A) Schematic of experiment design for tactile pain and sensitivity assay. B) Von Frey cage displaying filament 

for mechanical stimulation of mouse hindpaw. C) Chart with minimum filament force required for the 

mouse to withdraw its hindpaw. D) Chart with percent change from baseline withdrawal force within 

treatment group. N=4. Avg ± SEM. *= p ≤ 0.05, **= p ≤ 0.01 

 

 



 
 
Figure 9. Persistence of neuromodulatory effect within mechanical stimulation experiment in MCO-based 

optogenetic laser therapy of the ACC.  

A) Von Frey cage.  

B) The percentage of the experimental mouse group displaying decreased sensitivity to peripheral mechanical 

stimulation after optogenetic therapy.  

C) Force to withdraw hindpaw in hyperalgesia assay after the termination of optogenetic therapy (20 min, 

marked by a red bar). N=6, Av. ± SEM.  

 



 
Figure 10. Continuing safety of optogenetic apparatus and therapy.  

A) Temperature change with light stimulation of mouse live brain via IR camera.  

B) ACC-GABAergic neurons expressing MCO-mCherry after experiments and continuous optogenetic 

therapy. i) DAPI; ii) MCO-mCherry; iii) Caspase-3; iv) Bi-iii overlay. 

C) AAV-MCO injection induced MCO expression without any additional significant immune response. (i) 

DAPI;  ii) mCherry fluorescence confirming MCO-expression; iii) CD45 immunostaining (green) not 

present in ACC regions injected with 3 ml of AAV-MCO (8 x 1012 vg/ml); iv) Ci-iii overlay.  

D) Absent immune reaction to insertion of the implant in ACC and after AAV transfection of MCO-mCherry. 

i) DAPI; ii) MCO-mCherry; iii) Iba1 (microglial/macrophage marker); iv) Di-iii overlay.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 11.  Laser neuromodulatory effects in formalin acute pain assay in MCO delivery to the spine.  

A) Average pain scores after injection of formalin in hindpaw with 5 Hz optogenetic therapy (630 nm). 

B) Spinal light implant 5 mm in diameter.  

C) The implant was placed on the dorsal side of the mouse near the hindlimbs. N=4 Avg± SEM.  

B 

A 
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Figure 12. Neuromodulatory effects of high-powered optogenetic laser stimulation in formalin acute pain 

assay after MCO delivery to the spine. 

 

 
Figure 13. The intensity of laser stimulation (in microwatts) and the resulting depth of penetration (in 
millimeters). The minimum threshold intensity required for MCO stimulation is shown in purple.  



 
Figure 14. Expression of MCO within the spinal cord after nano-enhanced laser gene delivery via mCherry 
immunostaining of neural tissues.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Discussion  
 

This study successfully demonstrated that optogenetic neuromodulation reduces acute and 

chronic pain responses and behaviors in a murine model. Our experiments successfully targeted 

both the Central Nervous System (via the ACC) and the peripheral nervous system (via the DRG 

of the spinal cord). To target every area of the pain pathway, however, we might need a 

glutamatergic (excitatory) opsin in addition to the GABAergic (inhibitory) opsin we utilized in 

our experiments. We have also shown there to be a benefit to different types of pain – including 

acute, inflammatory, chronic, and neuropathic pain.  

 

With immunostaining, we were able to confirm that our AAV gene delivery system successfully 

delivered our GABAergic opsin. This was confirmed with the red mCherry immunostaining seen 

in Figure 4A. Additionally, we were able to confirm that these neurons were alive (via DAPI 

stain in Figure 4C), GABAergic (Via GAD65 marker stain in Figure 4D), and expressing the 

promoter of our opsin protein (via MCO reporter-mCherry staining in Figure 4E). The overlay in 

figures 4G-H confirms that all MCO-expressing cells were alive and GABAergic, as intended.  

 

The formalin assay is classically used in rodent models for acute pain behaviors (nociceptive and 

inflammatory). These behaviors include licking and lifting the hind paw that is injected with 

formalin. By recording and observing these behaviors, we were able to develop a pain-scoring 

system. The early phase was due to nociceptive pain from the injection needle. This phase was 

unchanged by the optogenetic stimulation (Figures 5 and 6). The second, inflammatory pain 

phase was specifically caused by formalin. This, combined with the relative lack of effect in 



phase one during continuous stimulation, implies that optogenetic stimulation is sufficient for 

inflammatory pain but does not affect the initial warning nociceptive pain that provides valuable 

information about the localization and intensity of bodily damage. This could prove highly 

valuable as the pain modulation would affect the distracting and debilitating secondary phase of 

pain without leaving one numb to acute pain and the associated tissue damage. 

 

Pain scores were confirmed to be significantly reduced with ACC optogenetic neuromodulation. 

The optogenetic neuromodulation’s effect on pain scoring is shown in Figures 5A-D. This 

benefit was seen as soon as 11 days after transfection, and the improvement continued 5 weeks 

post-transfection (Figure 5B-E). The control group of mice displayed a higher cumulative pain 

score throughout the experiment when compared to the mice receiving optogenetic therapy. 

Within the acute pain assay, the investigational group received 5 Hz of therapy within a 5-

minutes active and 5 minutes inactive, intermittent scheduling pattern (Figures 6A-D). The effect 

of this intermittent treatment schedule on the late phase of pain is reduced compared to the 5-

week post-transfection late phase pain response with constant treatment (87.4% decrease in pain 

with constant therapy and 45.5% decrease in pain with intermittent therapy). The delayed 

therapy group received optogenetic therapy 20 minutes after formalin was injected, and this 

group displayed even greater decreases in pain scores in the late inflammatory phase (Figure 6E-

F). Altogether, our experiment confirms that optogenetic neuromodulation of the ACC can 

decrease pain responses in a constant, intermittent, and delayed fashion. Dosing the therapy 

constantly at a frequency of 5 Hz, whether given immediately after injection of formalin or in a 

delayed fashion, displayed a statistically significant decrease in pain scoring (p < 0.05).   

 



As discussed earlier, mice have an evolutionarily conserved, instinctive preference for dark 

areas. To investigate whether light stimulation could alter this preference, we created a CPP 

apparatus with light and dark chambers and a central transfer area (Figure 7B). At baseline, the 

mice displayed a heavy preference for the dark chamber, as expected (Figure 7C). In the 

conditioned mice, there was no significant change in CPP chamber preference, however, with 

live reinforcement 10 days post-conditioning, the mice displayed a significantly increased 

preference for the light chamber (p < 0.01, Figure 7D). It appears that optogenetic light therapy 

can not only improve pain behaviors but also modify evolutionary conserved preferences.  

 

Sciatic nerve cuffing, or ligation, is a common experimental model for peripheral neuropathy.32 

The plantar surface of the hindpaw of sciatic nerve-ligated mice displayed increased sensitivity 

to both noxious (hyperalgesia) and non-noxious stimuli (allodynia). Within the Von Frey assay, 

we displayed an increased sensitivity to mechanical stimulation that lasted at least 2 months after 

the peripheral nerve injury (Figure 8B). In figure 8C, the baseline thresholds for mechanical 

sensitivity and hindpaw withdrawal in the Von Frey assay are shown. After 10 minutes of 

therapy in the experimental mice, there were no significant changes to the minimum force to 

withdraw. After 20 minutes, however, there was a statistically significant increase in the force 

needed for the mouse to withdraw its hindpaw to a level comparable to baseline (p < 0.01, Figure 

8C). This signifies that the changes in mechanical sensitivity to pain via optogenetic 

neuromodulation in the ACC are time dependent. Notably, there seems to be some small increase 

in the minimum threshold compared to without the optogenetic implant, which may reflect the 

reported benefit from clinical trials of DBS. Thus, the placement of the implant itself can 

potentially have some benefit, even without any supplemented therapeutic stimulation.  This is 



made more apparent by examination of the % change in mechanical threshold from the 

unimplanted baseline control group shown in 8D. The Implant and control groups both show 

comparable amounts of Δ% in relation to the baseline values. In Figure 8D, there is a statistically 

significant change from baseline after 20 minutes of therapy which is maintained throughout the 

experiment (p < 0.05). 

 

In figure 9, we show that there is a persistent effect of our optogenetic therapy on pain reduction. 

This effect appears to last up to 160 minutes after the last given dose of optogenetic therapy. We 

hypothesize that this is due to the overloaded presence of GABA in the synapses of neurons in 

the pain pathway. The neurotransmitter GABA's metabolism depends on glutamine stores and 

the availability of several enzymes, which could potentially be saturated within our 

experiment.38,39 Future experiments might be needed to identify the cause of persistent pain 

reduction; nevertheless, this is a potential added benefit we have identified with our therapy.  

 

To analyze the safety profile of our intervention, we measured the local tissue temperature after 

continuous 5 Hz light stimulation (Figure 10A). The optogenetic stimulation did not display any 

local temperature increases, suggesting that there would be no phototoxicity with our therapeutic 

intervention. Furthermore, after examining the brain sections of our experimental mice, there 

were no noticeable increases in Caspase-3 (cell death), IBA1 (macrophage/microglial 

recruitment), and CD45 (inflammation) immunostaining (Figure 10B-D). Thus, we can conclude 

that long-term use of the stimulation cannula, coupled with our optogenetic therapy directed at 

the ACC, did not display any immunogenicity or cell toxicity.  

 



We then transitioned to laser-based gene delivery experiments due to a cohort of mice dying 

after AAV gene delivery. We were unable to determine the cause of death, as an autopsy of mice 

is costly and more than likely would be unable to pinpoint a direct reason for their death. We 

hypothesize that a potential mutation in the viral genome caused a pathologic response, but we 

cannot confirm this to be the case. There have been instances of high doses of AAVs intended 

for gene delivery, causing animal models’ death in the literature.40 

 

We then transitioned to experiments with laser gene delivery specifically targeting the DRG of 

the spine. In figure 11, we confirm that laser gene delivery effectively reduces pain in a formalin 

acute pain model. However, much of the pain reduction was only seen in the late phases of the 

experiment after 40 minutes of continued optogenetic treatment.  Figure 12 showed a significant 

decrease in pain scores with higher-intensity light. Thereby, displaying an increased effect with 

increased light intensity. At about 20 minutes, the treatment group appeared to have a 

significantly decreased pain response in our formalin assay. Future research should look at peak 

intensity attainable without causing deleterious side effects to the nearby structures and tissues.  

 

Our previous experiments identified the importance of laser and light penetration and intensity. 

To further investigate these properties, we correlated the intensity of laser stimulation and the 

resulting depth of penetration (Figure 13). Our therapeutic stimulation was able to hit the 

threshold needed for MCO stimulation up to a depth of over 2.5 mm. Finally, we were able to 

confirm that the laser successfully delivered MCO to the DRG of the spinal cord with mCherry-

based immunostaining (Figure 14).  

 



Overall, our MCO was effective via AAV and laser particle delivery for reducing pain. This 

effect was present when the MCO was targeted to the ACC and the DRG. Our results were 

statistically significant from controls. However, there were no statistically significant differences 

in the experimental groups. Overall, it appears that both laser and viral gene delivery are equal in 

terms of efficacy.  

 

Now, we are still considering using both gene delivery systems for our future experiments. AAV 

gene delivery mechanisms are relatively low-cost and easier to administer than laser gene 

delivery methods.41 Issues with AAV delivery include that the gene delivery mechanism can 

only be utilized once per animal, and there is some concern for DRG toxicity.42 Additionally, 

some Food and Drug Administration (FDA) regulations are increasing for AAV administration.43  

 

On the other hand, laser gene delivery can be utilized multiple times in an animal model; 

however, its administration requires a higher level of clinical skill and experience.44 Laser gene 

delivery must be extremely accurate, and it requires nanorods that are costly.45 Furthermore, it 

appears that laser gene delivery is preferential to viral delivery in two additional distinct manners 

– avoidance of immunologic response and subsequent degeneration of involved tissues and 

increased specificity and control of delivery to intended targets. Previous studies have 

demonstrated that following the primary introduction of the viral vector, subsequent exposure 

induces a maladaptive immunologic response that may be responsible for tissue degeneration in 

a dose-dependent manner.46 In our experience, we have additionally seen greater control of gene 



delivery in a manner that is superior to that seen in our viral vector studies. In conclusion, we 

advocate for laser gene delivery systems to become the new standard method for gene delivery – 

particularly in rodent models for neuromodulation.  

 
 
 

Innovation  
 
Chronic pain and opioid usage are both growing public health concerns with relatively few 

alternatives or solutions. Our potential modality in humans would allow for pain management, 

without the risk factors of opioid drugs. Additionally, our smartphone application (delivered 

within atmosphere.IoT) enables the subject to essentially “administer a dose,” or activate the 

MCO-based neurons in their brain to treat their pain whenever it is needed. This allows the 

patient to control their treatment plan without needing to refill their prescription constantly.  

 

There is additional innovation with the development of our OPM. This Bluetooth-enabled 

optogenetic stimulation device allows wireless control of optogenetic modulation of pain with 

the ability to change the frequency and intensity of light stimulation within the atmosphere.Iot 

smartphone application.  

 

Finally, this project improves our current understanding of pain, and its pathways. To our 

knowledge, the GABAergic cells of the ACC are involved in the modulation of pain. However, 

little is known about the plasticity of these neurons and how their responses are altered in long-

term chronic pain. By continuously tracking these neurons’ activity we have not seen any 



tolerance to pain therapy, however, there are additional assays that need to be performed on a 

long-term basis to confirm this finding.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Broader Impacts/Future Directions 
 
Beyond the benefit for individuals who deal with chronic pain, optogenetic and optical 

stimulation can be used for various other neurophysiological diseases. An optogenetic/optical 

neuromodulator can be particularly useful and indicated in disease processes requiring repetitive 

stimulation that can target a specific tissue at a particular frequency of interest. Additionally, our 

device can be a long-term, durable intervention that can provide benefits for several years.  

 

Optogenetic neuromodulation has been proposed as a cutting-edge mechanism to ameliorate 

psychological disorders – including depression, schizophrenia, and bipolar disorder – that can 

potentially become resistant to current pharmaceutical therapies.47-50 There has been some 

promise in studies investigating the use of optogenetics in depression.51 We hypothesize that an 

even more significant benefit will be seen in the future when the neurocircuitry of these mental 

illnesses is more thoroughly investigated, allowing for greater specificity of targeted 

neuromodulation.  

 

Optogenetic devices have also been proposed to replace diseased or damaged tissue. For 

example, studies have investigated optogenetics neuromodulation as a method to integrate 

biophysiological synaptic transmission with electrical, prosthetic limbs in individuals that have 

lost a hand.52 Ultimately, the goal would be to utilize this technology to not only deliver signals 

to stimulate a prosthetic hand but also to have the prosthesis be able to provide tactile and other 

sensory signals, such as temperature, back to the central nervous system.53 In individuals with 

ischemic stroke, several studies have shown improved recovery with simple optogenetic 



stimulation to the ischemic area, providing a mechanism by which the body can restore its 

damaged tissues to a more functional state.54,55 More recently, optogenetic devices have shown 

promise as a potential enteroendocrine regulator of the gut microbiome to improve metabolism 

and promote longevity theoretically.56  

 

Conclusion  
 
Overall, we hope our optogenetic neurostimulator can potentially be a valuable replacement for 

opioid medications in treating chronic pain for millions of individuals worldwide.28 We have 

successfully shown that our intervention can reduce pain responses in multiple different pain 

related states. This improvement in pain response also allowed the mice to adapt their 

evolutionary conserved preferences. Future experiments are needed in canines, non-human 

primates, and potentially other animal models. Beyond that, we believe that our device can be 

utilized for various other health and physiological indications – some of which have already  

shown tremendous promise in scientific literature and others that have yet to be investigated. 

 

 

Compliance  
 
Our group followed Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) guidelines for 

caring for and experimenting with our mouse model. All the mice were sedated and sacrificed in 

an ethical manner with the use of isoflurane, a common rodent sedation and euthanasia method 

in research models.57 
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